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ANNOTATIONS FOR SCHOLARSHIP (Q1- 6, Q2- 6, Q3- 6 TOTAL 18) 

QUESTION 1 

1. Candidate introduces one of the issues “identidad étnica”, without

simply repeating phrases of ideas, but rather integrates these ideas

with his/her own interpretation of ideas developing them further.

2. Candidate develops the issue further without direct lifting from the

passage but instead using the language creatively and manipulating it

to express the same idea.

3. New arguments are put forward to develop further the issue under

discussion. Candidate makes good use of language and signposts the

introductions of new ideas to the reader with expressions such as “De

esta definición, es obvio en mi opinión que…”

4. In this paragraph, candidate demonstrates aspects of high-level

analysis and critical thinking. He/She uses some of the information

given in the passage and goes beyond the given material, which

demonstrate reflection and extrapolation.

5. Candidate expresses ideas with precision and clarity using relatively

complex language.



6. Both parts of the question are addressed. Candidate makes good use of

language to signpost the introduction of the second part of the

question “Así que, llegamos en el punto del gobierno”

7. There are good connectors (Así que,… Sin embargo…, El hecho es

que…) making the structure of the argument easy to follow.

8. The conclusion does not simply summarize what the candidate has

just said, but gives a final thought to the initial question.

QUESTION 2 

1. The opening paragraph shows a consideration of the issues that the

question raises and takes the information given to analyse the

implications to current times and society at large.

2. Ideas are well developed and arguments are supported with examples.

As per question 1, the answer has good use of connectors and the

structure of the arguments makes it easy to follow.

3. The candidate demonstrates understanding of the text and justifies

his/her own arguments in a coherent way. He/She first introduces

what has been said in the text (“We can also consider another point

made by the author…) and then debates the idea with his/her own

proposal (“While those jobs outside the commercial…”)

4. Candidate acknowledges and explores different perspectives “Of

course, we must also consider…”



5. There is a final conclusion for the argument that does not simply

summarise the ideas




